
THE FIVE LOAVES
ALL TOPICS

S1 
T1-4
D1-9 
L1 P1

Goals of the lesson: 
•warm up, introduction, decision making
• choosing the processable text segment
•development of creativity

This tale is about two travellers
going somewhere. On their 
way they have a rest, and they 
eat and then quarrel. They are 
going to solve the conflict with 
the help of a judge. 

1. PreparationActivity
Briefly introduce the
whole 5 lesson long
project 

Create groups: devide
the class into 4 groups

Read the summary text

Decide the tasks to be 
fullfilled

Method/Interaction
Frontal information

Use group forming
ideas from the GTG
(appointing, drawing…)

Reading frontally, in 
groups, or individually

Let the group choose, 
or conduct their choice
yourself

Output
Students think in terms
of a 5 lesson long
period

Homogenous or
heterogenous groups
according to your aims

Letting students
imagine what could 
happen just from these 
few lines.

Time needed: 10 minutes

Needed material: 
the summary text

2. Work on the chosen taskActivity
Working on the
chosen task

Method/Interaction
The groups’ goal is to represent 
the scene within the task through
drawing, arts & crafts, building, 
etc. Allow them to use their 
creativity: their perspective will
help them to prepare for the 
forthcoming lessons.

Pay attention to how cooperation
in the group works! Help to
distribute the tasks and materials
if needed!

Output
Do not expect
wonderful artworks. 
This task is a kind of 
brainstorming, in 
which everyone can
explore and learn 
through errors.

Time needed: 25 minutes

3. EvaluationActivity
Presentation

Evaluation

Method/Interaction
Each groups present
their work

Discuss with them how 
their cooperation and 
group work went
Ask them to name
something that they
liked in another
group’s work

Evaluation

Evaluate the process (flow, 
autonomy etc.), the originality 
(variety of ideas, used 
materials) and particularly
manual ability (precision, 
efficiency, corners, lines…).

Time needed: 10 minutes

Needed materials
Task sheet, ideas pages
Any kind of tools and materials
can be used:
• Drawing, arts and crafts
• ArTeC Blocks
• Cardboard
• Recycled materials – ask them

to bring to school magazines, 
clean and reusable „garbage” 
from home. Bring some stuff
yourself too!



THE FIVE LOAVES
ALL TOPICS

Reading the summary:

• children can read the summary individually
• one can read loudly for the group
• or you can read loudly for the whole class

Choosing the task:
• The chosen task influences which part of the

text the group will elaborate during lesson 2-4.

• Groups can choose the task
themselves. Try to influence them to
choose different tasks!

• You can distribute the tasks between
each group yourself. This way you can
plan the tasks of lesson 2-4. at the
beginning of the project.

• To see what skills can be developed by each
task, see the next pages!

• Let the children use their creativity! The aim is 
not to copy the solutions in the Idea Bazaar! 
These are only intended to be hints!

• Their perspective will help them to prepare for
the forthcoming lessons.

The summary text:

This tale is about two travellers
going somewhere. On their way 
they have a rest, and they eat
and then quarrel. They are going 
to solve the conflict with the help 
of a judge. 

In this introduction, prepare students by letting 
them figure out what could happen just from 
these few lines.

What can you find in the Idea Bazaar?
• Different idea sheets for the warm-up tasks

• On these sheets you can find

• Samples of arts & crafts solutions
(creating animals and plants from
toilet paper rolls, water wells from
matches, origami animals, etc),

• Building instructions for ArTeC Blocks,

• Templates of puppets,

• Lists of needed materials and tools

• Short tutorial of Pivot Animation
software,

• Situation cards ,

• Useful links,

• Focuses.

S1 
T1-4
D1-9 
L1 P2

Goals of the lesson: 
•warm up, introduction, decision making
• choosing the processable text segment
•development of creativity



THE FIVE LOAVES
ALL TOPICS

S1 
T1-4
D1-9 
L2 P1

Goals of the lesson: 
• text comprehension
•problem solving
•decision making
•organizing group work

1. Reading the textActivity
All groups read their text 
segment

They take notes

Method/Interaction
• All students read by

themselves, or
• One member of the

group reads loudly
• Teacher helps those

who have difficulty
reading

• notes
• drawing
• mindmap
• chart

Output
Children understand
• the essence of the

text
• the characters
• the main features of 

the characters
• the interaction
• the conflict
• the environment

Drawings, mindmaps, 
charts, notes

Time needed: 15 minutes

• Needed materials: 
the text segment

• text comprehension
facilitator draft templates
(sample of mindmap, 
character chart, etc)

• paper
• pencils for taking notes, 

drawings

2. Planning the
interpretation and 
organizing group work

Activity
Decision about
the
interpretation of 
the project

Planning the
storyline and 
organzing the
group’s work
Choosing the
character to
build

Revising and 
building the
elements of the
environment

Method/Interaction
Frontal discussion with the whole
class
For project closing and 
interpretation ideas, see the
General Teachers’ Guide!

Groupwork, discussion, filling in 
the group task sheet
Planning and drawing the
storyline
Filling in the character task sheets

Specific suggestions for inclusion
Ask the students to decide tasks 
within the group, to take skills and 
desires of all members into
consideration, starting from those 
“less skilled”. Planning, building

Output
Decision about
implementation
All groups know
what kind of media
files they have to
collect

Tasks and 
responsibilities are
divided in the group

Collecting of media
files organized

Storyline is ready

Environment is 
ready

Time needed: 25 minutes

3. EvaluationActivity
Representation

Evaluation

Method/Interaction
Each group presents
their text segment in a 
few words and their
storyline

Discussion, teacher’s
feedback

Evaluation

Evaluate the process (the flow,
autonomy, cooperation among
group members), the originality 
(variety of ideas) inclusion, 

Time needed: 5minutes

Needed materials
Group task sheet, Character
task sheet, Storyline sheet
pencils

ArTeC Blocks
cardboard, recycled materials

Output

Collect the storylines and the
Group task sheets

E.g. put them on a notice board



Working on the Group task sheet:
• First part helps to plan and organize the

work method of the project
• Roles in the group (building, 

programming, environment, 
documentation)

• Pay attention! Children tend to 
dominate over others: give them tasks 
for which they need to cooperate to 
get to the result

• In case of a heterogenous group, 
orientate children to take roles which
help develop their weak side.

• Discuss with children what media they 
would use to describe the whole output of 
these 5 lessons, and the one in charge for 
collecting materials and managing the
creation of the representation.

Reading the text:

• children can read the summary individually
• one can read loudly for the group
• or you can read loudly for the whole class
• you can choose the original or shortened text, 

according to the children’s needs

Working on the Group task sheet:
• Second part helps with text comprehension

• Children should identify the characters and 
their main features (outlook, movements, 
interactions with the environment and other
characters)

• You find different ideas and templates (like
chart template, mindmap template) in the
students’ materials to help with this task, but
children can also just take notes or draw the
main pieces of information

• Drawing the storyline helps them understand
the structure of the text, the connection
between the scenes and also helps to plan the
dramatization with the robots

THE FIVE LOAVES
ALL TOPICS

S1 
T1-4
D1-9 
L2 P2

Goals of the lesson: 
• text comprehension
•problem solving
•decision making
•organizing group work

How to manage output:
Collect the Group task sheet, all the charts, mindmaps, notes, drawings and character cards into a folder!
Collect the photos and videos into a specified folder on the computer!
Store the models and other objects in a wardrobe, to protect objects from falls!
Attach the name of the group to all products!



THE FIVE LOAVES
ALL TOPICS

S1 
T1-4
D1-9 

L3-4 P1

Goals of the lesson: 
• self-regulated learning
•problem solving
• creativity
• fine motor skills

1. Planning the robotsActivity
Start: plan how to create 
the output, and the 
order in which to create 
its parts.
Then, decide how to 
build them, dividing the 
work among the group.

All students fill in their
Robotic task card
Planning the robots

Method/Interaction
The working groups 
should be helped to
coordinate and 
distribute tasks (with
attention to
developmental aims)

Individual and group
work, with the
teacher’s orientation to
fullfill the
developmental aims

Output
Roles in the group –
what part of the scene
will be built by whom

Concrete plans of 
robots and 
environment of all
scenes

Time needed: 20 minutes

• Needed materials: 
• the text segment
• Group task sheet
• Character cards, Storyline
• Robotic task card
• Template for planning the

robot
• Paper, pencils for taking

notes, drawings

2. Building and 
programming the robots

Activity
Building and 
programming
characters 
(animated figures: 
Stefan, Ioan, the 
Traveler, the Judge
and visualisation of 
the decision) –
actions, 
interactions
according the text

Building 
environment
(static objects): 
Landscape, a road, 
the court room,
etc.

Method/Interaction
Group work using the text, 
Character task cards, Robotic
cards and Technical Corner
Show sample robots from the
Idea Bazaar if needed (the 
aim is NOT to copy the
samples!)

Help in problem solving and 
self-regulated learning 

Communication among the
groups

Output
Built and programmed
robots

Photos and videos 
taken about the
making

Time needed: 55 minutes

3. EvaluationActivity
Representation

Evaluation

Method/Interaction
Each group presents
their robots and 
environment

Discussion, teacher’s
feedback

Evaluation

Evaluate the process (the flow, 
autonomy, coopeation among
group members), the originality 
(variety of ideas) inclusion, 

Time needed: 15 minutes

Needed materials
• Group task sheet, 
• Character task cards, 
• Robotic task cards, 
• Storyline sheet
• Technical Corner
• Pencils
• Ideas if

needed

• ArTeC robots
• ArTeC Blocks
• computer

Output

Ideas for the final
representation



THE FIVE LOAVES
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S1 
T1-4
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L3-4 P2

Goals of the lesson: 
• self-regulated learning
•problem solving
• creativity
• fine motor skills

The model of self-regulated learning and its
application in teaching robotics

Problem solution, self-regulated learning
The most important task of the teacher is helping the 
problem solving and the self regulation learning, 
more like a mentor than an instructor
The development of these skills is essential for the
improvement of learning success and life skills.

How can you help your students in self-regulation
learning?
• Don’t give them concrete instructions in the

matter of the structure and the program of the
robot!

• Teach them to build their program step by step
and continue writing the program only if the
current part works correctly.

• Encourage them to test their robot after each
step of programming!

• In case of any error in the program, help them to
identify the logical problem, but don’t tell them
or show them the concrete bug! Make them
verbalize the difference between the planned and 
the real performance of the robot. 

• Let them look for the bug in the program, help
them with questions, not with instructions!

• Don’t tell them if the correction was good or not, 
but make them test their robot again and self-
reflect!

• Ensure them that having errors in the structure of 
the robot or in the logic of the program is not a 
failure, but natural part of learning and of product
development!

Supporting creativity
• Support individual creative initiatives but 

ensure that the right balance is maintained 
between them and didactic goals 

• Allow access to the helping materials, task 
cards and the text as resources

• Make the students fill in additional Character
cards or Robotic task cards to concretise new, 
additional ideas

• Use the robot samples only in „emergency
cases”, when students don’t have their own
idea or if development needs a specific
solution!

Flexible usage of the learning materials
The teacher can customize the learning process and 
the development of each student by combining the
variations of learning materials and the appropriate
level of programming skills.

Realization:
building, programming

Planning:
mechanics, algorithm

Self-reflection:
testing, debugging
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L3-4 P3

Goals of the lesson: 
• self-regulated learning
•problem solving
• creativity
• fine motor skills

Suggested output:
Robots

• Built robot characters (animated figures) visualising the essence of the text portions
• Built environment (static objects): according to te text
• Unifying the scenes, we get the whole story

A set of pictures, videos, task cards documenting the creation process

Suggested procedure for every group:
Hints: 
First do a plan, a project about what to do, and who 
have to be responsible for each part.
Start by planning the body (which should contain the 
Studuino base), then the other parts of the body, 
according to the robot’s size.
Integrate features when needed, in order to improve 
interaction among characters.
More robots can be integrated to the same Studuino
board – make their program separatedly and when
everything works correctly, copy them into a unified
program.
Consult with other groups and harmonize the work, 
the size of the robots. 
If students are worried about the lack of time, take 
care of them: they have got 2 lessons for completing
their work.

Remind students to collect pictures/videos of the 
robot’s creation for the final documentation!

Development according students’ needs
The 8 developmental fields can be integrated in any 
level of robotics according to the developmental aim 
At the same time these are tools for differentiating 
and for individual treatment
Teacher can help development by choosing the
appropriate tasks, by questions, choosing helping
materials, samples, etc.

Programming levels
These levels can be combined in one scene and 
one group.

This is also the tool for differentiating and for 
individual treatment. Choosing the appropriate
programming level helps to focus and strengthen
the developmental aim.

The teacher can combine all programming levels
with all developmental fields according to the
students’ skills and needs.

Don’t hesitate to differentiate within the group! 
Don’t aim to make all the students work on the
same complexity level when programming! It’s
not necessary to use robots of the same
programming level within one scene!

If they complete the task too quickly they can be 
given another task card. If the task is to difficult 
the other students should be asked to help or 
they can be given more helping materials! 

1. Level (PROG1): building, especially mechanical 
solutions, motorized structures, basic automatic
algorithms
2. Level (PROG2): programming, simple robots, a 
few lines of basic/combined programming codes 
3. Level (PROG3): complex problem solution, 
interactive algorithms, sensors
4. Level (PROG4): talent development: complex
robots, structured coding and solution 
optimisation
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Goals of the lesson: 
• closing the project
• self-assessment
• creativity
•digital competences

1. Preparation for
presentation

Activity
Preparation, rehersal for
live show and tell
Or
Editing a video
Or
Creating animation
Or
Creating a collage, 
photomontage
Or
Editing a presentation
(PPT, Prezi, etc.) 

Method/Interaction
Individual and group
work with the
leadership of a group
member.
The working groups 
have to be helped in 
coordination, task 
distribution by the
teacher

Output
Show and tell
Or
Film about the story
Or
Making-of film about
the construction
Or
Photo album
Or
Collage, photo
montage
Or
Presentation
Etc.

Time needed: 40-60 minutes

• Needed materials: 
Photos about robots
Photos about making the 
robots 
Audio files, music
Computer/tablet
Or
Cardboard, color papers, color
pencils, paint

2. PresentationActivity
Live or online show 
and tell
Or
Presentation of 
video, animation, 
photomontage, 
collage, etc

Audience: 
classmates, 
schoolmates, 
parents

Method/Interaction
Presentation

Output
Parents, other
teachers, schoolmates
get acquainted with
the project, the story

Participating children
can show their new
skills

Communication and 
presentational skills of 
the participating
students are
strenghtened

Time needed: 30-10 minutes

3. EvaluationActivity
Filling in the
Self-assessment

Evaluation

Method/Interaction
Individual work

Discussion, teacher’s
feedback

Evaluation

Evaluate the process (the flow, 
autonomy, cooperation among
group members

Strenghtening the developed
skills – positive feedback – and 
specifying the skills to be more 
developed

Time needed: 25 minutes

Needed materials
• Room for show and tell
• Computer
• Projector
• Online video sharing surface

Output
Teacher gets detailed picture
about the results

Students face their strengths
and skills to be developed
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In order to help the group work: 
• It’s important to make possible to share 

the scripts with each other and with the 
environment (school mates, relatives, 
other schools from the project) . 

• It’s important to encourage the pupils to 
consider the mistakes they’ve made as a 
natural part of the learning process 
instead of negative feelings 

• Encourage individual performance

Goals of the lesson: 
• closing the project
• self-assessment
• creativity
•digital competences

Kinds of outputs:
Show and tell
• For schoolmates
• For parents
• Live or online
Video output 
• Making videos about moving robots 
• Making video about scenes realised by robots as

puppets 
• Making videos about story with robots as main 

characters 
• Making „behind the scenes film” about robot 

construction 
• Stop-motion animation about the story with robots as 

main characters (PPT, Prezi)
Photo album/montage (eg.: Word, PPT Publisher)
• Photos about robots
• Photos about making the robots 
• Photo album (printed/digital)
• Collage—paper based visualisation of the story with 

printed photos and drawings
Audio files, music
• Sounds by robots
• Background narration (story teller)) 
• Sync voice given to characters 

Evaluation:
• Give enough time for the self-assessment 

process. 
• At first let the children fill in the self-

assessment form.
• If it is needed you should have personal 

discussions with students (you should do 
the work together).

• Make a feedback circle: every child
should choose somebody from the group
and tell their most important new trait
that was shown during the project.

• Based on the feedback given, you should 
give your positive but critical opinion 
about the group work. 

• At the next meeting when you give the 
tasks out to the students, you should take 
into consideration their own self-
assessment as well as their individual 
needs. 

Send the output of the project to
roborideproject@gmail.com and be part of our
educational community! Share Your experiences with
other teachers from all over Europe!

mailto:roborideproject@gmail.com

